Characterization of the mtTFA gene and identification of a processed pseudogene in rat.
Mitochondrial DNA replication and transcription are regulated from essential nucleus-encoded components that interact with the mitochondrial (mt) D-loop region. Among these there is the mitochondrial transcription factor A (mtTFA or Tfam). We have determined the sequence of the cDNA mtTFA in rat and have demonstrated that the gene has a mosaic organization with six introns whose sizes we have calculated. A differential splicing transcript lacking exon 5 has been detected in all assayed tissues and represents 9.85% of the full length transcript. Beside the gene which is homologous to the one found in man and mouse, rat nuclear genome contains at least 12 copies of this gene or genome fragments with high similarity to mtTFA. We have determined the sequence of one of these copies. This resulted to have 76.26% similarity to the active gene but to lack introns, suggesting it might be a processed pseudogene. RT-PCR experiments have demonstrated that this pseudogene (psi mtTFA) is transcribed in liver tissue.